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Abstract: his study presents the first and detail field investigations of exposed deposits at proximal sections of the Barombi
Mbo Maar (BMM), NE Mt Cameroon, with the aim of documenting its past activity, providing insight on the strati-
graphic distribution, depositional process, and evolution of the eruptive sequences during its formation. Field
evidence reveals that the BMM deposit is about 126m thick, of which about 20m is buried lowermost under the
lake level and covered by vegetation. Based on variation in pyroclastic facies within the deposit, it can be divided
into three main stratigraphic units: U1, U2 and U3. Interpretation of these features indicates that U1 consists of al-
ternating lapilli-ash-lapilli beds series, in which fallout derived individual lapilli-rich beds are demarcated by surges
deposits made up of thin, fine-grained and consolidated ash-beds that are well-defined, well-sorted and laterally
continuous in outcrop scale. U2, a pyroclastic fall-derived unit, shows crudely lenticular stratified scoriaceous
layers, in which many fluidal and spindle bombs-rich lapilli-beds are separated by very thin, coarse-vesiculated-
ash-beds, overlain by a mantle xenolith- and accidental lithic-rich explosive breccia, and massive lapilli tuff and
lapillistone. U3 displays a series of surges and pyroclastic fall layers. Emplacement processes were largely con-
trolled by fallout deposition and turbulent diluted pyroclastic density currents under “dry” and “wet” conditions.
The eruptive activity evolved in a series of initial phreatic eruptions, which gradually became phreatomagmatic,
followed by a phreato-Strombolian and a violent phreatomagmatic fragmentation. A relatively long-time break,
demonstrated by a paleosol between U2 and U3, would have permitted the feeding of the root zone or the promi-
nent crater by the water that sustained the next eruptive episode, dominated by subsequent phreatomagmatic
eruptions. These preliminary results require complementary studies, such as geochemistry, for a better under-
standing of the changes in the eruptive styles, and to develop more constraints on the maar’s polygenetic origin.
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field.
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0.1. Introduction

Maar-diatreme volcanoes, tuff rings, and tuff cones havereceived much attention in recent years due to their com-plexity and the contrasting lithofacies associated withtheir deposits, which offer excellent opportunities to ap-preciate small scale variations in magmatic processes,sustaining their formation. They are created by explo-sive eruptions through phreatomagmatic fragmentation ofmagma that occurs when rising magma interacts withgroundwater, cutting the country rocks to make a deepor shallow crater, which is either dry or water-filled de-pending on the level of the groundwater table [1–6]. Maar-diatreme volcanoes are surrounded by a low rim of bed-ded pyroclastic ejecta, of several metres to over 100 mhigh, with a radial width of 2-5 km (when measured fromthe centre of the maar) [4, 6, 7]. Recent studies fol-lowing a tephrostratigraphic approach have significantlyenhanced our knowledge on the evolution of the tephraring around maar craters, with an emphasis on pyroclas-tic facies and depositional processes [8–15] [16–22]. Re-search by Houghton and Hackett [23] and Martin andNémeth [24] offer insights on the identification of strom-bolian and phreatomagmatic eruption styles, whereas [25–27] discussed the explosion mechanism, and [1], [25], [28]the quantification and control of water during fragmen-tation. Because they are supposed to result from singleeruptive episodes and be short-lived, maar-diatreme vol-canoes, tuff rings, and tuff cones had been referred to asmonogenetic or “small” volcanoes (“small-volume”, refer-ring to the general small volcanic edifice volume) [1], [6].They are, therefore, considered nowadays as one of themain volcanic landforms of monogenetic volcanic fields,especially among those areas where groundwater is abun-dant. However, some recent studies [19, 29, 30] demon-strated that maar deposits can perform complex, contrast-ing stratigraphy, and multiple eruptive styles, with evi-dence of short or prolonged inactivity periods between de-positional units [6]. This implies that they exhibit longereruption durations than expected [6], [31] and might besuggestive of polygenetic activity. More investigation onmaars that are still poorly constrained can bring new in-sights on this polygenetic aspect, which also is commonlylinked with polymagmatic processes.The Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL), a 1,600 km chain ofpolygenetic and monogenetic volcanoes trending N30°Efrom the Pagalú Island in the Gulf of Guinea to theNgaoundéré plateau in northern Cameroon [32] (Fig. 1a),is dotted by at least 40 crater lakes [33], and some of themoccupy maars. These maars are examples of poorly con-strained volcanoes, due to the limited data available onthem [20, 34]. Moreover, because of the 1986 catastrophicevent at Nyos Maar, NW-Cameroon, a better understand-

ing of their past volcanic history is essential for volcanicrisk assessment along the CVL. This could also contributeto developing the full volcanic history of the CVL.
We carried out a careful examination of pyroclastic de-posits of the Barombi Mbo Maar (BMM), Kumba plain,Cameroon (Fig. 1b). These deposits were initially pre-sented in Cornen et al. [35] as a 100 m of volcanic ma-terials, showing two similar series of basaltic tuff lapilliseparated by a paleosol. It has been inferred that this is atuff-ring, based on low-angle sub-horizontal stratificationof the lower deposit unit that dips 10 – 15°towards thelake [35]. Indeed, this stratigraphic feature characterisesa tuff ring, but a better understanding of its past activ-ity, the main aim of this study, requires more informationon the deposit characteristics. This includes the strati-graphic features and illustrations of some key pyroclasticfacies, representation of the stratigraphy distribution andmain depositional processes presented in this paper. Onthe basis of deposit characteristics, we draw preliminaryhypotheses on the main eruptive styles and an overview ofthe general eruptive history during the BMM formation.
1. Geological background

The BMM is located 3 km NW of Kumba Town, be-tween 4°N38’55”-4°N40’15” and 9°E23’30”-9°E24’46” inthe Kumba plain (Fig. 1b). It is filled by the largest craterlake of the CVL. The lake, of the same name, is 306 ma.s.l., with a mean diameter of about 2.5 km and a depthof 111 m [35]. According to Dumort [36], the BMM isthe youngest of a series of three W–E nested coalescingmaars, cutting through the Pan-african Granito-gneissicsubstrate and overlain by Cretaceous to Cenozoic sand-stones [34, 37]. However, a DEM of the BMM area(Fig. 1c), realized by digitalizing a cartographic map ofthe area with MapInfo software and further constructingthe 3D surface model in Surfer8, was produced to de-pict this coalescing aspect. The BMM and three othersmaars: the Barombi Koto, Mbwadong and Dissoni in theKumba Plain1, were formed during the period of activ-ity represented by the second of the three main volcanicfeatures identified therein: (1) old basaltic lavas coveringthe entire plain; (2) cinder cones and phreatomagmaticunits; and (3) short vesicular basaltic lava flow, well rep-
1 linkt to Google map: https: // maps. google.

com/ maps/ ms? msid= 200066345236377165163.

0004e482e80a4eee4afd8&msa= 0&ll= 4. 82826,

9. 31778&spn= 0. 942828,0. 484772&iwloc=

0004e482f6612964b4017
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resented in the north of the BMM [34, 35]. These ac-tivities probably began in the Eocene [36] and completed1Ma ago [35]. Excluding investigations of some pioneersinvolved in palynology and limnology [33, 35], a detailedgeological study of the Kumba Plain is lacking. Fig. 1bpresents an updated version of the geological map of theBMM vicinity, modified after [35–37].
2. Methods

2.1. Fieldwork

The BMM deposit was examined at many sites in thevicinity of Lake Barombi Mbo (Fig. 1b) for characteriza-tion and identification of its different pyroclastic facies.The deposit rises 100m above the lake level and hassteep walls mostly covered by moss. It was, therefore, notable to be accessed in its entirely, reducing the main de-scriptions to proximal sections, where some deposits fea-tures are displayed. Beds and layers were described, andlithofacies recorded, using a combination of grain size,bed thickness, fabric, structures, relative sorting, grad-ing pattern, lithification, unconformities, and sedimentaryfeatures and the relative juvenile to lithic pyroclasts ra-tio according to [8–19], [29, 38]. Determination of clastssizes, shapes, types, and abundances were limited to qual-itative appreciations. Layers were differentiated from oneanother by their contrasting internal characteristics. Cor-relation of closer beds or layers allowed the constructionof a stratigraphy log (Fig. 2) from the bottom to the top ofthe deposit.
2.2. Terminology

In this study, individual beds are referred to as very thin tothick beds, according to Sohn and Chough [10] (i.e., thick-ness of 1 cm to 1 m), whereas layers with thickness >1 m,consist of many thin and medium beds. A unit is a sumof two or more layers. Thicknesses are referred herein asa measurement in centimetres or metres in the bracketsin front of beds, layers or unit codes. For example, L1a(2.5 m) means layer L1a is 2.5 m thick. Eruptive unit anderuptive episode are used here to define pyroclastic de-posits bounded by a paleosol, considered as representinga prolonged time of inactivity [29, 30]. Eruptive sequencecorresponds to a single eruption, within which many erup-tive phases or eruptive styles can occur, each one emplac-ing a single depositional layer/bed [30]. Descriptive termsof tephra and pyroclastic rocks are those commonly usedand proposed in [17, 39], and [40].

3. Results and interpretations

3.1. Field aspect

The BMM tuff ring forms around Lake Barombi Mboa horseshoe-shaped rim with a circumference of about14 km. The DEM of the BMM area (Fig. 1c) shows ascar of a probable old maar, west of the BMM. Therefore,instead of three coalescing craters, as suggested by [36],only two are observed. This scar defines an approximatearea closer to that of the actual Lake Barombi Mbo. Ac-cording to Fig. 2 in [35], and considering the Lake BarombiMbo as a truncated cone, the lake will have a surface ofabout 4.9 km2 and a base surface of 0.78 km2, with a vol-ume of about 1.13 km3. Assuming that the old maar hada similar or even a smaller depth than that of the actualLake Barombi Mbo, it would have hosted such an impor-tant volume of water.GPS measurements (handheld GARMIN GPSMAP62s)from the lowest point where the deposit appears to thesummit suggest that the tuff ring is about 126 m thick. Thedeposit wall is exceptionally steep. It does not show anyobvious zonation, either in colour or structure, when ob-served from a certain distance, as do some maar tuff rings(e.g., the Narbona Pass Maar, Mexico in USA [19]. Thisabsence of zonation might be due to the impact of exces-sive moisture on the deposits generated by the evergreenforest. Upon close inspection, a noticeable difference inclast size, type and shape, bed thickness, unconformities,relative sorting, grading pattern, lithification and othersedimentary structures within the deposits could be dis-tinguished, allowing it to be sub-divided into three mainstratigraphic units (U1, U2, and U3) (Fig. 2). The lowerpart of the stratigraphic succession displays parallel andsub-planar-beds 5 to 25 cm thick (Fig. 3), similar to thatof the upper part. Many disorganised and structurelesslithic-rich layers are also found in the second and upperunits, and their thicknesses vary from 1 to 3 m. Clastsize increases from U1 to U2, and tends to diminish atthe summit of the deposit. Clast types in beds or layersalso vary from lithic-rich to lithic and juvenile mixed, andjuvenile-rich. The juvenile clasts are usually dense andless vesicular, mainly presenting cauliflower to oval bombshapes in U2 and U3.
3.2. Stratigraphic units and associated pyro-
clastic facies

The three main stratigraphic units distinguished initiallyon the basis of their general stratifications each containone or many of the volcanism related facies [15, 16] de-scribed in this section and interpreted in terms of depo-
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Figure 1. Map of the Study area. a) Location of the BMM along the Cameroon Volcanic Line (see the yellow rectangle). The red points are crater
lakes. b) Geological map of the Kumba Plain, modified after [35, 36], and [37]. c) 3D view of the BMM vicinity showing the scar of an
ancient maar at its west side.

sitional processes. The pyroclastic lithofacies identified,and the stratigraphic logs of the BMM deposit, are sum-marized in Fig. 2.
Unit 1 (U1)Because ca. 21 m of U1 (26 m) is buried below the lakelevel and colonized by vegetation, its description is re-stricted to its upper part L1 (5 m). L1 was sub-divided intotwo sub-layers: L1a and L1b (Fig. 2). Deposits locally out-cropping at the lower part presented similar stratificationand inclination as observed in layer L1a.L1a (2.5 m) displays a series of parallel bedded,thinly stratified and alternating coarse- and- fine clast-supported beds, dipping sub-horizontally, with a beddinginclination range of 13-15°(Fig. 3a, e). All single bedsare well-defined, laterally continuous and do not presentany basal scour features. Coarse-grained beds are lapilli-rich (5 – 25 cm) and are unconsolidated, loosely packed,well sorted and essentially composed of lithic fragments.Juvenile clasts are apparently absent from these beds ex-cept for one 20 cm thick bed, consisting exclusively ofhighly vesiculated scoria, which appears almost at the top

of the bed series forming L1a, i.e., at about 21.5 m fromthe “basal” part of the deposit (Fig. 3a, b). The lapilli-richbeds are bounded by matrix-supported tuff beds (5–10 cm)that are also dominated by fine lithic clasts (Fig. 3c, d).All these tuff beds are consolidated and well sorted.L1b (2.5 m) displays at its lower part thinly to very thinlybedded tuff, relatively planar, slightly undulated and al-most coherent (Fig. 3e). This lamination continues up tothe top of the layer, but becomes disturbed and wavier,showing low-undulatory stratified beds (Fig. 3f). This partis poorly sorted, and from a visual estimation of the bulkmass of clast contents, is composed of 60% lapilli and 40%ash. The transition to layer L2 (U2) is marked by a sim-ple variation in particle sizes (Fig. 3g), with the clast sizeincreasing gradually from lapilli up to blocks and bombs,forming a reverse grading. Some tree moulds are visibletherein, however, because they are totally decayed, nocharcoal was found in the mould.
Interpretation: Alternating bedding, in which singlelapilli-rich beds are demarcated by thin fine ash-fall lay-ers, with all beds mantle-bedded, well-defined and well-
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Figure 2. Summary of the general features and stratigraphy of the phreatomagmatic deposits of the BMM. The stratigraphic scale is not respected.
The lithic to juvenile ratio (L/J) is calculated as a simple ratio of approximate percentage of lithic and juvenile clasts in layers or beds.

sorted, as presented by L1a, reflects a typical depositionfrom pyroclastic fall. Moreover, due to the lateral con-tinuity of the bed series, their good sorting and the lowbedding inclination, L1a may correspond to deposition froma surge that was probably segregated into different ed-dies or organised into a turbulent and high-concentrationhead followed by a lower concentrated tail [10]. Similarstratification was identified in the basaltic phreatomag-matic deposit of the Peńa Mountain (West Texas) and alsoascribed to deposition from high-concentration deflatingbase surges, in which rapid suspension sedimentation pre-vented tractional reworking of particles [42]. However, thepresence of unconsolidated and consolidated beds indi-cates that L1a is a succession of dry fall deposits (Fig. 3a,b) and wet fall deposits (Fig. 3d) intercalated with wetsurge deposition as shown by the fine-matrix supportedtuff (Fig. 3c).

The slight undulation and important cohesive appearanceof particles to beds at the lower part of L1b suggest thatthe deposition was under “wet” conditions [9, 15], whereasits upper part - with low-angle stratification and slightlywavy bedding and unconsolidated - reflects deposition ofturbulent dilute pyroclastic density current from a “dry”surge.
Unit 2 (U2)U2 (~12 m) displays two successive layers, L2 and L3 thatare recognizable by their changes in particle sizes andclast- and matrix-supported aspect respectively. L2 (8 m)is diffusively stratified and chaotic. Its bottom, L2a (3 m),is scoriaceous, well to moderately sorted, clast-supportedand weakly bedded. It presents crude and lenticular strat-ification, with normally to inversely graded lapilli-bedsseparated by very thin coarse-ash-beds (Fig. 4a). Thelapilli lenses consist mainly of poorly vesiculated scoria,
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Figure 3. Some key pyroclastic features of Unit U1. a) Series of parallel and thinly stratified and alternating coarse and fine grain-supported beds.
The thin scoria-rich bed of Fig. 2 is represented here by (S). b) Vesicular scoria in a coarse lapilli bed in layer L1a. c) and (d) are polished
blocky samples from ash-rich beds of the first layer. Note the enrichment in lithic (white particles) and cognate angular black particles.
The scale bar is 2 cm. e) Thinly and stratified alternating beds are displayed at the lower part, while the middle part shows thinly
bedded lapilli tuff. Bed surfaces are slightly undulatory (arrows). f) Disturbed and slightly wavy stratification showing low-undulation. g)
Transition between L1b and L2a marked by simple variation in particles sizes and types, increasing gradually from poorly vesicular lapilli
up to blocks and bombs.
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dense juvenile clasts and angular lithic-rich cauliflowerbombs. Many spindle and fluidal bombs (Fig. 4b, c) arealso found in this layer, and accidental lithic fragmentsare present but in very low proportions.L2b (5 m) is lithic-rich, massive and clast supported. Itis structureless, disorganized, unsorted to poorly sorted,containing abundant angular to sub-rounded blocks andlapilli that are heterogeneous in composition (Fig. 4d).The juvenile clasts here are dense with very low vesicu-larity. They are mainly cauliflower and breadcrust bombs.Clast proportion consists of about 15% of coarse ash andlapilli, and 85% for blocks and bombs. 80% of clasts areangular with sharp edges. L3 (3 m) is compact, matrix-supported and fully consolidated, with beds strongly ad-hered together (Fig. 4e). It mantles the upper surface ofL2b and is characterized by an inverse grading, with a highpercentage of lapilli at the top and ash at the bottom. Itslower part, L3a (1.5 m), consists of about 75% of ash and25% of lapilli in a stratified-bedded lapilli tuff, presentingsome “empty” scours. Particles at the top part (L3b) aremore lithified, forming a lapillistone bed in which rare im-pact sags represent shallow penetration on the substrate,and no sedimentary related deformation (Fig. 4f).
Interpretation: L2a characteristics might be indicative ofparticle accretion from different pulses developed within apyroclastic density current (PDC), in which lapilli lensesrecorded the coarse grained part of the PDC, whereasthe stratified coarse ash recorded the more dilute part ac-companying each pulse [18]. Also, rapid deposition fromdense suspension in the granular-fluid-based PDC withsubsequent tractional transport would have been possi-ble [10, 11, 41]. Such stratification was found in scoriacones in Western Mexico and Central Libya [24], and wasinterpreted as resulting from repeated explosions drivenby magmatic degassing in an open conduit, because ofthe scoriaceous nature of the beds. Hence, we suggestthat L2a might have resulted from this style of activity.L2b characteristics suggest deposition by rapid sedimen-tation of clasts from a high concentration suspension ofash and lapilli, in which the rate of supply was higherthan the rate of deposition, and also that there was noor little tractional processes [10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 29]. Itsstructureless, poorly sorted and mantle bedding aspectconfirms a pyroclastic fall origin [12], whereas its posi-tion near the base unit of the tuff ring, the abundanceof heterogeneous angular to sub-round blocks and lapilli,the low vesicularity of juvenile clasts and abundance ofcauliflower bombs are indicative of an explosion breccia-derived phreatomagmatic fall out [1].L3, which appears to be more compact, matrix supportedand well consolidated to highly lithified, and has occa-sional impact sags, reflects a depositional process by par-

ticle sedimentation with ballistic projectiles during set-tling [20, 29]. However, concentration of fine lapilli tuff atthe bottom (L3a) and lapillistone (L3b) at the top indicatethat there would have been elutriation of fine particlesduring transportation [10].
Unit 3 (U3)U3 (topmost unit) constitutes the greatest part of thedeposits and consists of many disorganised and well-stratified layers piled up repetitively to about 90 m inthickness. U3 is separated from U2 by a thin layer (10 cm)of exposed paleosol. Immediately on-top of the paleosol,at about 346 m in elevation, the bottom of U3 (L4) presentsroughly the same characteristics as L3. L4 (3 m) is massive,well sorted, crudely stratified and consists of successivematrix-supported and well-graded lapilli tuff (15–25 cm),separated by very thin (2–4 cm) and lithified tuff, pre-senting symmetric to asymmetric climbing ripples forms(Fig. 5a, b). L4 is overlain by a more lithified layer, L5(8 m) that presents almost similar facies as L4. However,it is more deformed, and the ripples structures are coarserand show soft-loading deformation (Fig. 5c). On-top ofthis, L6 (4 m) shows a stratified to crudely stratified mas-sive matrix supported tuff. Rare blocks are observed, andno juvenile clasts were found therein. It is followed (goingupwards) by L7, a disorganized clast-supported massivelapilli layer, containing abundant blocks of lithic (Fig. 5d,e), similar to L2b.Further upwards, at about 378 m height, L8 (20 m) shows amonotonous succession of stratified lapilli tuff (Fig. 6a). Itis globally clast-supported, moderately sorted, and char-acterised by thin beds of few millimetres to up to 25 cm inthickness. It displays planar stratified beds, laterally con-tinuous with distinct trains of lapilli. Many channels filledby lapilli-rich lithic clasts are available through the layer(Fig. 6b). Lapilli-rich beds are clast-supported, massive,and occasionally reversely graded.At 400 m height, L9 (10 m) consists of very thinly to lentic-ular crudely stratified tuff, overlain by a reworked deposit,which shows planar and low-angle cross-stratification.The lower part of L9 has beds with cross-laminated tuff,characterized by thin, discontinuous and lenticular sets oflens (Fig. 6c, d). The layer is entirely matrix-supported,and clasts of lapilli size are scarcer here.L10 consists of a sequentially alternating, highly lithi-fied tuff and poorly sorted and unconsolidated lapilli-rich beds. The lithified tuff beds are extremely thinlyto crudely stratified and locally undulating or display-ing cross-stratification. They are matrix supported andsprinkled with many impact sags and some infilling sedi-mentary feature patterns, such as mantle-bedding. Theirthickness varies between 10 and 40 cm. Lapilli bedsare internally stratified and almost inversely or normally
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Figure 4. Unit U2 and its facies. a) Crudely stratified, and normal to inversely graded lapilli-beds separated by very thin lens of coarse ash-beds
(arrows). b) Close view of the lapilli beds showing angular clasts and sub-rounded scoria almost oxidized. c) Fluidal basaltic bomb at
the bottom of layer L2b. (d) a disorganized, unconsolidated and unsorted clast supported tuff-breccia. Clast size is dominantly lapilli,
and crevices are where mantle xenoliths or juvenile fragments have often been removed by students or researchers. e) Low-angle wavy
and very thinly stratified bedded lapillituff covered by moss. The stratification can be observed in the rectangular boxes. f) Close view
of the upper part of layer L3, showing a compact, and matrix supported and highly lithified lapillituff and lapillistone. Note the presence
of very thin beds of fine ash (see arrows) strongly adhered to the lapillistone bed and the open cracks or scours (see the hand) in the
lapillituff. Note also a low penetration impact sag in the lapillistone circle).
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graded. They are accidental lithic-rich, containing cen-timetre to decimetre size blocks of basement rock, andalso many peridotites and pyroxenites xenoliths (Fig. 7a,b).L11 at the top almost presents the same stratification pat-tern as L1a (unit U1). It is made of a series of paral-leled thinly stratified and alternating medium and finegrain-supported beds (Fig. 7c). All the single beds arewell-defined, laterally continuous and do not present anytraction at their contact surface. They are internally lam-inated, lithified, containing many accretionary lapilli, im-pact sags and mud-cracks structures (Fig. 7d, e, f ). About25 m of the upper part of deposit is not described here.
Interpretation: Layers L4 and L5 and L6 of Unit 3 presentsimilar stratification patterns, but differ only by their con-solidation level. As they present massive, well-sorted,crudely stratified beds and consist of successive matrix-supported and well graded lapilli tuff separated by verythin and lithified tuff, they can be interpreted as origi-nating from a “wet” pyroclastic surge or a low particleconcentration PDC [10].The monotonous succession of alternating stratified lapillituff and tuff with indistinct and continuous lapilli trains ob-served in L8 can be interpreted as being emplaced by sus-pension and traction sedimentation from a turbulent basesurge, which fluctuates in velocity and particle concen-tration following the observations of [11] within the basesurges of the Sohgaksan tuff ring. This might also be in-dicative of emplacement by a combination of PDC andsurge fallout-derived pulsating phreatomagmatic explo-sions, as documented elsewhere [19]. The thick and crudestratification, the poor sorting and the presence of occa-sional inverse grading with lapilli tuff beds suggest depo-sition of rapid suspension sedimentation from an unsteady,high-concentration PDC with little traction, whereas thepresence of several discontinuous lithic clast-trains, andoccurrence of lapilli lithic-rich filling channels/pockets, isindicative of a relatively slow sedimentation rate and evenwith the little traction during transport [11, 15].Based on the thinly bedded aspect of L9, showing planarstratification and low-angle cross-stratification (Fig. 6), itcan be interpreted as being generated by a “wet” py-roclastic surge [9], containing a relatively low particleconcentration, turbulent current, which had lost some ofits particle load by sedimentation and tractional trans-port [11]. The alternating lithified massive tuff and un-consolidated poorly sorted lapilli-rich beds in L10 suggestsubsequent deposition of a different mechanism. Uncon-solidated and disorganized lapilli tuff beds that are inter-nally slightly stratified and almost inversely or normallygraded demonstrate either rapid deposition, or hinderedsettling with buoyancy and dispersive pressure provided

by shearing mass suspension with little traction [11]. Thelithified tuff beds, thinly and crudely stratified, locallyundulated or displaying cross-stratification and sprinkledwith many impact sags and some infilling sedimentary fea-tures such as mantle-bedding, typically represent depo-sition from a PDC in “wet” conditions accompanied byballistic projection [15].Layer L11 has, as L1a, a series of paralleled thinly strat-ified and alternating medium and fine grain-supportedbeds, with single beds being well-defined, laterally con-tinuous and presenting no traction at their surface, alsosuggesting deposition from a surge. However, in contrastto L1a in which the deposition was under dry conditions,the presence of accretionary lapilli, mud-cracks and im-pact sags in L11 typically suggest that it was depositedunder wet conditions [19, 43], probably by gentle settle-ment of particles from steam-rich phreatomagmatic erup-tion columns [15, 18], or from convecting pyroclastic surgeclouds in which there was abundant moisture and/or con-tinuous vapour condensation [11].
4. Discussion
4.1. Eruptive history of the BMM
The various facies described above and interpreted as rep-resenting different depositional mechanisms indicate thatthe BMM is the record of a complex, multiphase eruptivestyles (Fig. 8) during which the supply of water had asignificant influence during fragmentation and deposition.Characteristics of L1a were interpreted as a succession ofdry and wet fall deposits, intercalated with wet surges. Inits alternating succession of lapilli-ash-lapilli bed series,almost all beds were fine and accidental grained lithic-rich, apart from the 20cm thick scoriaceous beds. Thisindicates that eruptive activities at the BMM would havestarted with phreatic eruptions. Based on Fig. 1c, andassuming that the old maar west of the BMM was water-filled, rising magma would have vaporized this water-saturated zone beneath the water-filled old maar, favour-ing a phreatic eruption. The explosion itself would havelikely had the force to displace and partially vaporize theold lake.The presence of the thin lapilli-rich scoria bed betweenL1a beds and the high vesicularity of its juvenile clasts(Fig. 3a, b), suggest that the water-supply stopped af-ter a short time and/or the magma-supply rate may havebeen increased, leading to an intermittent magmatic frag-mentation of successful magma batches that were able topenetrate through the water-saturated zones. Therefore,fragmentation would have been sustained by magmaticvolatile pressure [8], vesiculation and partial fragmentation
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Figure 5. Unit U3 and its facies. a) b) and c) show a monotonous succession of thin trains of ash and lapilli tuff. The ash trains display climbing
current-ripple forms similar to that shown on Fig. 5b in [41]. (d) Massive matrix supported and structureless layer, overlain by e) a
disorganized, unsorted clast-supported layer.
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Figure 6. Unit U3 and its facies (continued). a) Monotonous succession of crudely stratified lapilli tuff layer showing the occurrence of channels
filled by lithic clasts (b). c) Very thinly stratified surge layer. (d) shows cross stratification in the surge layer. Stoss-side (feature arrow)
can be observed.

of magma, as compared to the formation of a similar scoriabed in the Keanakakoi Ash deposit Member (Kilauea vol-cano) [29]. L1b was deposited subsequently by “wet” and“dry” surges conditions. A mixture of accidental lithic andjuvenile clasts therein indicates that the phreatic activities(L1a) were followed by a phreatomagmatic explosion.After U1, the stratigraphy consisted of the juvenile bomb-, block- and accidental lithic-rich L2, laying directly onL1b with no evidence of an erosional limit. Such mixingof juveniles and lithic clasts in a pyroclastic deposit areknown to represent a phreatomagmatic eruption. However,

the higher concentration of scoriaceous and dense (spin-dle and fluidal bomb) juvenile clasts, and few lithic clastsat its lower part (L2b), is indicative of a more complex frag-mentation regime [13]. Therefore, we suggest that waterprobably became intermittently exhausted, giving rise torepeated explosions, driven by magmatic degassing andphreatomagmatic explosions which we qualify as phreato-Strombolian activity. This qualification might match upwith Stárková et al. [44] who suggested the same conclu-sion for such a mixture, characterized by the presence ofscoria fragments and accretionary lapilli in an armoured
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Figure 7. Unit U3 and its facies (continued). a) Successions of lithified and unconsolidated beds. Note the occurrence of many impact sags
and soft sedimentary deformation under impact sags (a) and (b). c) Series of parallel beds relatively consolidated and containing
accretionary lapilli (e). The coin is 2.3 cm width. f) shows thinly stratified surge deposit with mud crack structures at the top.
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lapilli bed found in the Levín Volcanic Field (Czech Re-public). The abundance of lithic fragments, their angu-lar morphology and the relatively low degree of vesicu-larity of the juvenile clasts in the upper part (L2b) sug-gest that the fragmentation process was dominated byphreatomagmatic activity. Moreover, the importance oflithic clasts indicates significant quarrying of the ventzone [43, 45, 46] due to an energetic phreatomagmaticexplosion. The style of phreatomagmatic fragmentationand the resulting eruption can be highly influenced bythe host rock environment (e.g., hard or soft rock) throughwhich the magma must penetrate [5, 47, 48]. Occurrencesof accidental lithic granite, diorite, gneiss and cognatebasaltic fragments in L2b also reveal that the shock wavereleased by the magma-water interaction would have beensignificantly enough to fragmenting the granite-gneissicbasement in the Kumba plain during this eruptive phase.This stage could be related to the opening of the BMMprominent crater, after which explosions continuously pro-duced ash and lapilli fall to form layer L3. However, forsuch a phreatomagmatic fragmentation to occur after adry phreato-Strombolian explosion, another supply of wa-ter was necessary. We suggest that a short repose periodallowed the re-establishment of the conditions necessaryto produce phreatomagmatic activity.On cessation of phreatomagmatic explosions, the first ofthe two main volcanic episodes was completed. The pres-ence of paleosol (~10 cm) at the end of this series is proofof a relatively long period of inactivity before the seconderuptive episode that sustained the deposition of U3 [30].This is because the formation of soils, even if it dependson the type of soil or on the area they are found, requiresat least 1Ma [49].Regarding descriptions provided for layers in U3, it islikely that eruptive activities were governed by subse-quent phreatomagmatic fragmentations in dry and mostlywet conditions. This observation corroborates perfectlywith the occurrence of many sedimentary structures, suchas current-ripple forms in L4 and L5, and soft deformationsof beds under impact sags, mud cracks and abundant ac-cretionary lapilli observed in L10 and L11. Therefore, weassume that during the period of inactivity meteoric waterfilled the prominent crater, and concomitantly, cracks de-veloped in the basement rock during the first explosionswould have progressively favoured the feeding of the rootzone by groundwater [5, 15], permitting the developmentof the second volcanic episode. This second eruptive se-quence subsequently involved many phreatomagmatic ex-plosions. Regarding the various unconsolidated and lithi-fied layers, it is clear that water-supply was also intermit-tent, but permanent, to avoid formation of pure magmaticexplosions.

4.2. First evidences of polygenetic activity
Monogenetic volcanoes are typically considered as erupt-ing only once due to their limited magma supply [50]. Onthe other hand, polygenetic volcanoes possessing a largemagma storage chamber erupt repeatedly [51] and conse-quently deposit materials that can display distinct erup-tive units. Volcanoes located in plains along the CVLhave been considered as monogenetic [32], but field ev-idence suggests that the BMM cannot perfectly fit themonogenetic definition. This is because: (1) the thick-ness (126 m) of the deposit and the several distinct layersthat are indicative of repeated eruptions; (2) as repetitionis one of the main characteristics of monogenetic hydro-magmatic eruptions with the continuous entry/depletion ofwater in the conduit, some short repose period for waterrecharge may be required between explosions to changefrom a magmatic-dominated style (Phreato-Strombolian)to a phreatomagmatic one (Fig. 8); and (3) the presenceof the paleosol (~10 cm) provides evidence of long reposeperiods and ultimately suggests that the BMM had a longeruptive duration with at least two main eruptive episodes(Fig. 8) [6, 31]. In addition, the repeated explosions withdifferent eruptive styles indicates that there would havebeen a relatively large store of magma beneath the BMM.
5. Conclusions
Preliminary investigations of pyroclastic deposits aroundthe BMM, Kumba Plain, Cameroon Volcanic Line, wereperformed with the purposes of providing information onits stratigraphy, the main depositional process and erup-tive sequences during its formation. Field evidence showsthat the BMM pyroclastic ejecta is about 126 m thick.Based on the variations in bed thickness, fabric, struc-tures, relative sorting, grading pattern, lithification, clastssizes and the juvenile to lithic pyroclasts ratio in individ-ual beds, unconformities and other sedimentary features,deposits were subdivided into three deposit units, U1, U2,and U3, piled up successively with respective thicknessesof about 26 m, 13 m and 87 m. U1, at the bottom of theoutcrops, was incompletely described due to weatheringand vegetation.The thickness (126 m) of the deposit, and the evidenceof short and long repose periods (paleosol) between thestratigraphic units, strongly suggest that the BMM isa polygenetic volcano. There were two major volcanicepisodes with a complex eruptive evolution, involving vari-able eruptive styles and fall out deposition and turbulentdiluted pyroclastic density currents. In view of the variousdeposits features and pyroclastic facies observed, waterwould have significantly influenced the fragmentation and
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Figure 8. Summary of the depositional mechanism and the main volcanic activities. The Emplacement processes are deduced from the interpre-
tation of pyroclastic facies (see text) and the main structures displayed by the deposits.

depositional processes during the volcanic activities. Thesequence of eruptive activities was phreatic – Strombolian– phreatomagmatic – phreato-Strombolian – phreatomag-matic explosions. However, geochemical data and mor-phoscopic analyses of juvenile clasts from the subsequentlayers of the three units are required for further explana-tion and constraint on the polygenetic aspect as suggestedby [2].
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